Systemic methotrexate treatment in early unruptured ectopic pregnancy.
Ectopic pregnancy is one of the most common and dangerous complications of the early pregnancy period. Until now diagnosis has been late because major symptoms occur after tubal rupture and so only demolitive surgery has been possible. At present, with the appearance of ultrasound in obstetrics an earlier diagnosis of this pathology can be made before tubal rupture so medical treatment has become possible. We treated a series of twelve patients with early ectopic pregnancy (9 tubal and 3 with no localized site of implantation) with intramuscular 0.5 mg/kg methotrexate and oral 0.1 mg/kg of folic acid (Citrovorum Factor) on alternate days, in the attempt to reduce hospitalization and obtain more effective and safer medical management. We observed a fall in serum beta-HCG levels after one cycle of treatment in 11 out of 12 patients and after two cycles of therapy in the remaining case. Minimal side-effects were observed in four cases. Three pregnancies occurred after treatment before the advised interval time and ended in blighted ovum. Methotrexate systemic therapy can be considered an elective treatment and a sufficiently safe management in early unruptured ectopic pregnancy when a good clinical selection of patients is performed.